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NOTE ON INTERIOR IDEALS, IDEAL ELEMENTS IN ORDERED

SEMIGROUPS
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Abstract. In regular and in intra-regular ordered semigroups the ideals and the interior

ideals coincide. In regular and in intra-regular poe- semigroups the ideal elements and

the interior ideal elements are the same.

The concept of interior ideal of a semigroup S has been introduced by S. Lajos in [1]
as a subsemigroup of S such that SIS � I. The interior ideals of semigroups have been

also studied by G. Sz�asz in [2,3]. In [4] we introduced the concepts of interior ideals in
ordered semigroups and the interior ideal elements in poe-semigroups. We tried to de�ne

them in the same way as Lajos and Sz�asz did assuming the interior ideal as a subsemigroup
of the given ordered semigroup with some additional properties. This is because we wanted
to examine the results of Sz�asz in [2,3] in case of ordered semigroups. In [4] we gave

conditions under which the interior ideals are one- or two-sided ideals, and conditions under
which the interior ideal elements are one- or two-sided ideal elements. The interior ideal

in a semigroup S could be also de�ned as a non-empty subset I of S having the property
SIS � I. Then, an interior ideal of an ordered semigroup S is a non-empty subset I of S

such that SIS � I, and (I] = I. By the terminology given by Lajos, this is the generalized
interior ideal. In particular, if for a given semigroup or ordered semigroup S the interior
ideal is a subsemigroup of S, then we could de�ne it as a subidempotent interior ideal. This

is because most of the results of subidempotent interior ideals are hold for interior ideals,
as well. Every ideal of an ordered semigroup is an interior ideal (with both de�nitions).

Every ideal element of a poe- semigroup is an interior ideal element (with both de�nitions).
When we speak about an ordered semigroup we assume that it does not contain a greatest
element, in general. Otherwise we speak about a poe-semigroup that is about an ordered

(: po-semigroup) having a greatest element "e". In this short note we show that in regular
ordered semigroups the ideals and the interior ideals coincide. In intra-regular ordered

semigroups the ideals and the interior ideals coincide. In regular poe-semigroups the ideal
elements and the interior ideal elements are the same. In intra- regular poe-semigroups the

ideal elements and the interior ideal elements are the same.

If S is an ordered semigroup, then for H � S, we denote

(H] := ft 2 S j t � h for some h 2 Hg:

An ordered semigroup (S; :;�) is called regular if for every a 2 S there exists x 2 S such
that a � axa. Equivalent De�nitions: 1) A � (ASA] 8A � S. 2) a 2 (aSa] 8a 2 S (cf.

for example [5]). An ordered semigroup (S; :;�) is called intra-regular if for every a 2 S

there exist x; y 2 S such that a � xa2y. Equivalent De�nitions: 1) A � (SA2S] 8A � S.
2) a 2 (Sa2S] 8a 2 S (cf. for example [6]). A non-empty subset A of S is called a left
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(resp. right) ideal of S if 1) AS � A (resp. SA � A). 2) a 2 A; S 3 b � a imply b 2 A.

The (non-empty) set A is called an ideal of S if it is both a left and a right ideal of S. A
poe-semigroup (S; :;�) is regular if and only if a � aea 8a 2 S. A poe-semigroup (S; :;�)
is intra-regular if and only if a � ea2e 8a 2 S. An element x of a po-groupoid (S; :;�)

is called a left (resp. right) ideal element of S if xa � a (resp. ax � a) for every x 2 S

(Birkho�). The element a is called an ideal element if it is both a left and a right ideal

element. In particular, if the po-groupoid S is a poe-semigroup, then the element a of S is
a left (resp. right) ideal element of S if ea � a (resp. ae � a). For the necessary de�nitions
we also refer to [7,8].

De�nition 1. Let (S; :;�) be an ordered semigroup, ; 6= I � S. The set I is called an
interior ideal of S if

1) SIS � I.

2) a 2 I; S 3 b � a imply b 2 I.
(Condition 2) is equivalent to the condition (I] = I. )

Proposition 1. In regular ordered semigroups, the ideals and the interior ideals coincide.

Proof. Let S be a regular semigroup and I an interior ideal of S. Since S is regular, we
have I � (ISI]. Then we have

IS � (ISI]S = (ISI](S] � (IS(ISI]](S] = (ISISI](S]

� (ISISIS] � (SIS] � (I] = I

and

SI � S(ISI] � (S](IS(ISI]] � (SISISI] � (SIS] � I:

So I is an ideal of S.

Proposition 2. In intra-regular ordered semigroups, the ideals and the interior ideals

coincide.

Proof. Let S be an intra-regular semigroup and I an interior ideal of S. Since S is

intra-regular, we have I � (SI2S]. Then we have

IS � (SI2S]S = (SI2S](S] � (SI(SI2S]S](S] = (SI(SI2S)S](S]

� (SISI2S3] � (SIS] � (I] = I

and

SI � S(SI2S] � (S](SI(SI2S]S] � (S2ISI2S2] � (SIS] � I:

De�nition 2. Let (S; :;�) be a poe-semigroup. An element a of S is called an interior

ideal element of S if eae � a.

Proposition 3. In regular poe-semigroups, the ideal elements and the interior ideal

elements coincide.

Proof. Let S be a regular poe-semigroup and a an interior ideal element of S. Since S is
regular, we have a � aea. Then we have

ae � (aea)e � ae(aea)e � eae � a;

ea � e(aea) � eae(aea) � eae � a:
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Then a is an ideal element of S.

Proposition 4. In intra-regular poe-semigroups, the ideal elements and the interior ideal

elements coincide.

Proof. Let S be an intra-regular poe-semigroup and a an interior ideal element of S.
Since S is intra-regular, we have a � ea2e. Then we have

ae � (ea2e)e � ea(ea2e)e � eae � a,
ea � e(ea2e) � e2a(ea2e)e � eae � a:
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